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Effects of Diffêrential Pavement Friction on the Response
of Cars in Skidding Maneuvers
GORDON F. HAYHOE AND JOHN J. HENRY

A simulation study of the skidding behavior of cars in plane motion on surfaceswith differentiar friction is des.cribed, vehicre drift anire ana torwara vetocity
are taken as indicators of the difficulty a driver will ex-perience in regaining
control of the vehicle, and maintaining ¡t w¡thin the splcified roadwãy borìnd_
aries, should the driver release the brakes at some point during a locked_wheel
skidding maneuver. Boundaries of safe vehicle opår"iioiãi" g¡ven as funGtions
of roadway coeffic¡ents of fr¡ct¡on and the length ot ttì ,oalway where dif_ferent¡al fr¡ct¡on exisß.

Areas of nonuniform tÍre_pavement friction across apavement surface can arise fro¡n a nunber of causes,such as patching, resurfacing of worn wheel tracks,and application of marking materials for delinea_tion. A car passing fron the normal traveled way toa hard shoulder witl also experience different coef_ficients of friction at the tires on either side ofthe vehicle, as will a car that has differentiallyworn tires.
oifferential friction can either exacerbate theeffects of an emergency maneuver (a locked_wheeÌskid, for exanple) or precipitate an energency dur_ing an otherwise normaf maneuver (due to the unex_pected locking of a v¿heeL, for exampl_e). Thepurpose of this study was to set tinits on the tol_erable differential friction for the safe operationof cars. Conputer si¡nutations r{ere used to studyvehicle behavior undêr a set of prescribed condi_tions.
wonskidding maneuvers, or those in which inde_pendent locking of one or more of Èhe wheels of thevehicle occurs, usually involve co*ptex interactionbetween the driver and Lhe vehicle. fn these cases,an analytic examination of the vehicle motion is notpossible because realistic models of driver behaviorhave not been formul-ated. However, a Çonnon re_sponse of car drivers to an emergency is simply tolock the wheels of the car. As wlll Le shown Iater,a full, l_ocked-wheeL skid on a surface with differ_ential friction is not nuch more hazardous than oneon a surface with uniform friction. But if, on asurface with differential friction, the driver re_leases the brakes before the vehicLe comes to rest,the ensuing maneuver may be extrenely tlazar¿ous.Therefore, the following *un"u.r", was chosen toassess the hazard associated with driving a car on adifferential-friction surface. the vehiãl-e is skid_ding on a uniform surface and then pu""u" onto asection of roadway where the coefficiãnts of fric_tion are different for the tires on either side ofthe vehicle. Steer angle is initiaì.Iy at zero de_grees and is held constant during the maneuver. Trvoparameters describing the yaw motion of the vehicleare monitored throughout the Iocked_whee1 skiddingmåneuver and, if either exceeds a certain 1eve1, itis assumed that the driver will not Ue aUfe to rergain controJ- should he or she release ihe orakes.The primary objective of the study was then to es_tablish boundaries of safe operati6n in terms of thetr.¡o coefficients of friction: the length al_ong thepavement for which the differential fr-ictio., e*i"tsand the initial vehicle speed. nigure ï snows theassumed roadway conditions for the *ãnuurrur.In this paper, the parameter that dêscribes theability of a surface to provide frictÍonaI forces isreferred to as ',coefficient of friction,, rather than"skid numberr,. Thís nomenclature enphasizes Èhe

fact that the results are given in terms ofvehicle-tire/pavement properties and not in terms ofpavement properties as described by a locked_wheel
¡lif .nulUer (sN49) measured u..orãing ro A¡nericanÞocreÈy ror Testing and Materials (ÀSTM) test methodE274 (Il. Skid nu¡nbers are used for ranking assumeduniform sections of pavement in Èer¡ns of their ,,skid
resistance" and are not intended to describe thetrue coefficient of friction experienced by a typi_ca1 highway vehicle. In contraÃt, the present v¿orka,in¡ at assessing the relative 'f,ur.rj 

associatedwith differenr Levels of suddenty 
"l;;;l"g fricrionon a pavement surface. Estimates of the true coef_ficients of the pavernent surfaces are therefore re_quired.

VEHICLE RESPONSE DURING A SKIDDING MANETTVER

In a pure skiddíng maneuver, the presence of differ_ential friction on the pavenent .uu""" vehicle yawand an increase in stopping distance that depends onthe change in effective totat friction. ff the ve_hicle is maintained in a skid (i.e., the wheels arekept locked), the trajectory of the center of grav_ity is very close to a straight line; the only dif_ference in vehícte response on pavement surfaceswith and vrithout differential friåtion is the in_creased stopping distance and vehicle yaw. In thiscase, the procedures currently used to determineacceptable skid resistance can be applied by esti_mating the',effective" coefficient åi friction andby allowing for the increased hazard of an increasein effective vehicl-e width as the vehicle rotates.The effective friction and additional hazard wouldhave to be determined for each indiviclual site,which would make a general criterion for acceptabiJ-_ity difficult to fornulate. Hoh,ever, the full skid_ding maneuver is a special case of the generalmaneuver in which a driver loeks the wheels, thevehicle skids so¡ne distance, and the àriver thenreleases the brakes. If the coefficient of frictionis uniforrn over the pavement surface, the vehiclewill not rotate during the maneuver and the drivercan reapply the brakes whÍle ¡naintaining steeringcontrol. If the fríction is nonuniform, Èhe vehiclevrill rotâte during the skid and, on r"l"u=. of thebrakes, will travel in a direction different frornthe original. If the yaw angle is great enough, thedriver may not have steerÍng control.

Figure 1. Pavement surface with differential friction as idealized in simulation
study.
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Figure 2. Vehicle axis system and vehicle parameters,

Vehicle liass
Yaw ìlomenÈ of lnertia =
WheeÌbase, (a + b)
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Figure 3. Simulation t¡re model results for free rolling and locked-wheel sl¡d¡ng.

Figure 4, Variables def¡n¡ng k¡nematics of four-wheeled veh¡cle mot¡on,

U = Foruard Velocity
V = Lateral Velocity

v = Rêsultant Velocitv = / Ur +nrt'
ß = Drifc Angle = Arctan (V/U)

r = Yau Rate = Angular VelociÊy about a
VerLical Axis through the cg

Tire Sllp Angles (û) |

V + â.r.ùì = ArcÈan (ljfr)
-V + a.r-0, = Àrctan (--)_ -ll - t.r'

û3 = Arctân (yU';++)

-V - b.r-0c = Arcran (-)

SIMULATION I'IODEL

The effect of differential friction on safe car
operation was studied by means of a digital computer
simul-ation in which the vehicle was gíven an initial
velocity, direction¡ and positíon relative to Èhe
nonuniform portion of the pavement. By an extension
of the argument given in the previous section, the
particular pavement configuration r^'as considered to
be unsafe Íf (a) at some point during the skid the
heading of the vehicle changed by more than 20o fron
its original direction or (b) at some point during
the skid the product of drift angle (body sideslip
angle) and forward velocity exceeded a value of 3.66
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m/s (where drift angle is defined as the angle be-
tween the longitudÍnaI axis of the vehícle and the
resultant velocity vector at the center of gravity,
as shown later Ín Figure 4).

The first condition exprèsses the fact that the
driver has no steering control over the vehicle at
Iarge yaw angles and that the vehicle wíII not con-
tinue to travel in the original- direction when the
brakes are released. The second condition expresses
the fact that, after the brakes are released, the
vehicle is Iikely to travel off the highway before
the driver has an opportunity to take conbrol and
change Èhe vehicle heading.

The simulatÍon model has three degrees of free-
don: forv¡ard velocity (U), Iateral velocity (V),
and yaw velocity (r). I'igure 2 shows the variabl-es
and the general layout of the model. The vehicle
model has four wheels; the tire forces at each wheel
are found by using a tire model (2) that calculates
the forces under all conditions of lateral and lon-
gitudinal slip. vehicle suspensíon effects, such as
roll steer and conpliance steer, are neglected' al-
though load transfer is included through a quasi-
static analysis.

DETERMINATION OF CRITERIA FOR SAFE OPERATION

Vehicle control- is, in general, a process in which
the driver turns the steering wheel to modify the
fateral forces generated at the front tires of the
vehicle. vlhether the front tire forces can be
changed by small steering mo!ions is therefore of
fundamental importance to efficient control and, by
extension, so is the shape of the lateral tire force
characteri.stic. Figure 3 shows plots of lateral
tire force versus slip angle for free rolling and
Iocked-wheel sliding at coefficients of friction of
0.8 and 0.3. ISlip angle is the angle between the
dia¡netral plane of the wheel- and the resultant
velociLy vector (in the horizontal plane) of the
wheel ax1e.l The plots were taken from tire model-
results h¡ith t,he coefficient of friction constant
with speed. But' since coefficient of friction
generally decreases wiÈh increasing speed, experi-
mental free-rolling lateral tire force character-
istic curvès typically show a peak in lateral force
at a slíp angle between I0o and 20o. This somevrhat
unrealistic aspect of the plots does not affect the
following discussion; the important characteristic
is that, for a free-rolling tíre, the slope of the
curves at large slip angles (greater than about 5o)
is small compared with the slope at small slip
angIes.

consider a vehicl-e sliding with locked wheels on
a surface that has a uniform coefficient of friction
at a given drift anglê (ß), yaw rate (r), and
sliding velocity (Vr), as shovrn in Figure 4. IIn
Figures 4-7r a = locked-wheel sliding on a split-
coefficient surface, b = Iocked-wheel sliding on a

unifor¡n-coeffícient surface (y = 0.6) , and c = free-
rolling wheels on a uniform-coefficient surface
(y = 0.6) and brake release is at 1.5 s).1 Under
these conditions, the vehicle will rotate about its
center of gravity and travel in the direction of the
Vr vector at decreasing rates until it. stops.
However, if the brakes are released during the
maneuver, the lateral tire forces will rapidJ-y at-
taín the v3lues given by the free-rolling tire force
characteristic curve, disturbing the vehicle from
its straight-line motion.

With free-rolling wheels, the net yaw moment
about the center of gravity of the vehicle is given
by the expression

M"=a.Yc-b.Y" (1)

r,rhere Yf and Yr are front ând rear lateral bire
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forces, respectively, as determined from the charac_teristic curves (Figure 3). Therefore,

lvf, = a . [f(a, ) + f(c2)] - b . [F(cr) + F(aa)] _ a . f[(V + a . r)/U]
-b.F[(v-a.r)/u] 

e)

, For the vehicle-pavement configuration shown inFigure I, yaw räte (r) wil_I be nejative and lateralveJ-ocity (V) vriII, in general, be positive duringthe maneuver. Negative slip angles- give positive

figyr.e 5. Yaw rate, heading angle, and drift angle response of four_wheeled
vehicle when brakes are released during skidding manåuver acioss 3.m_long
spl¡t-coeff ¡cient su rface.
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side forces, and the net yaw moment wil_I thereforebe positive for both Locked and free_roÌJ-ing wheels.If, during Èhe skidding maneuver, drifC angle issmal_J-, the lateral veJ-ocity will be of the sameorder of magnitude as the a.r and b.r termsin the slip-angte expressions. The l-ocked_wheelside forces will aLso be sma1l. W¡en ttre brakes arerêleased, the lateral tire forces will increase andgenerate a large positive yaw moment that will de_crease yaw rate and stabilize the vehicle motion atsome fÍna1 heading angle (to the originat directionof Vr). When the front tire force ís on ttre partof the tire curve that has high slope (smallc¡), it is clear that vehicle yaw rate r,¿il1always go to zero when Èhere is no cÃtrol- actíon bythe driver and that the front tire force can easilybe changed by the driver if he or she turns thesteering whee1.
At large drift angles, Iateral velocity (V) willbe the dominant term in the slip_angÌe expressionsexcept when yaw rate is unreasonably Iarge. V,Ihenthe brakes are released, the magnituåe ot the lat_eral tire forces at the front and rear wilL be de_termined almost wholly by the drift angle and willtherefore give approximately equal and opposite yawmoments about the center of gravity while both frontand rear tires are operating at iarge slip angles.Modification of the slip angles bi the yaw_rate

terms will have Iihtle effect because of the smallsÌope at 1arge slip angl,es. The result is that thevehic.l-e wil-I maintain an approxirnately constant yawrate while moving IaÈeraIIy under thÀ influence ofthe large 1ateral tire forces,
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show yaw_rate, drift_angle,

and heading-angle responses for lengths of differen_tíal friction of l, 12r and Z¿ m, ïtrere -th;-;;;;"
are released I.5 s after the start of the maneuver
.(drift angle is positive for negative yah, rate andheading angle). The pavement coefficients of fric_tion are 0.6 and 0.2. [neading angle is defined asthe angle through which the ,r"¡i"f" rotates fron thestart of the maneuver (t = O) to time t (as shownlater in FÍgure 9). The different scales on thevertical axes of the three plots shoutd be noted.l
. ln Figure 5, yaw velocity, drift angle, and head_Íng angle increase while the vehicle ís sliding onthe split-coefficient surface. yu" ,ut" then de_creases when the vêhicLe is stiding on the uniform_coefficient surface, white drift Jnd heading anglecontinue to increase. ¡{hen the brakes are rel_easedand the wheels are allowed to turn freety, driftangle is 5.5o; this smal1 value causes the yar,, rate

::d the drift angle to dêcrease rapidly to zeÍothrough the mechanism descríbed prË"iou"fV. Theheading angle goes to â constant vaIue, and thefinal vehicle Èrajectory is a straight Iine at thesteady-state heading ang1e. f,u1L s-teering controlis available to the driver as soon as;; brakes arereleased.
fn Figure 6, the vehicle motion follows the same

l:tlurl as in Figure 5 until brake release, exceptthat the three variables reach larger uãiu". becauseof the increased length of time on-tÀe sptit_coeffi_cient surface. When the brakes are råIeased, thedrift angle has a value of 20o un¿ ttl yaw ratedecreases much more sì.owly than in figure S. Theyaw rate does not begin to decrease at J significantrate until the drift angle has beco¡ne 1ess than l0o,2 s after brake reLease. To gain sufficient steer_ing control to stabilize the- 
""ti"i",- tfre drivermust reduce the front_wheet slip angle to less than5o. For a drift angle of 20", tir. driver ¡nusttherefore turn the steering wheel through at least300o (assuming a steering gear ratio of'20:I). Themaximu¡n steering-whee1 rotation rate for a typicaldriver is approximately 400ols (3). ti,u", it driver
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Figure 8. Lateral dev¡ation during skidding maneuvers when brakes are released
1.5 s after ¡n¡t¡at¡on of skid.

Figure 9. Lateral displacement of vehicle traveling obliquely across a road ai
steady forward speed.

response time is ignored, about l- s will pass after
brake release before the driver can begin to signif-
icantly influence the behavior of the vehicle. This
analysís also assumes that the driver nakes the cor-
rect response.

In Figure 7, drift angle is 33o when the brakes
are released, and the vehicle continues to spin at a
constant yavr rate through the re¡nainder of the ma-
neuver. the drift angle also continues to increase
in this case because the increase in lateral veloc-
ity due to vehicl-e rotation exceeds the decrease due
to lateral acceleration. It is clear that the vehi-
cle motion is conpletely unstabfe and thaÈ the
driver cannot influence vehicle behavior during
either the locked-wheel or the free-rolling wheel
phases by turning the steering whee1.

Figure 8 shows the lateral- deviation of the vehi-
cIe perpendicular to the initial heading. Lateral
deviation in the last two cases (f = L2 m and I = 24
m) is in excess of 3 m 1.75 s aftèr brake release.
However' driver control action may be exPected to
reduce this for I = 12 m.

From Èhese results, and from the general descrip-
tion already given of vehicle response in skidding
maneuvers, it is clear that releasing the brakes is
the most hazardous response that a driver can make
in a skidding maneuvêr erhere all four wheels are
Iocked and the vehicle is sideslipping at a large
drift angle. Once the brakes are released, the
ability of the driver to regain control before col-
liding with another vehicle or r,¡ith a roadside ob-
stacle depends in the first case on the drift angle
of the vehicle. Consequentty, an unsafe conditíon
woul-d exist if, at any point during either of the
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simulated locked-wheel- skidding maneuvers, the vehi-
cle drift angle exceeded a value of 20o. This value
r.ras chosen partly because it represented the tran-
sition between a decrease or an increase in the
drift angl-e after brake release in the maneuvers
used to produce the results shown in Figures 5-7. A

further reason was that 20o is an upper linit on the
angle through which a driver can reasonably be ex-
pected to turn the wheels of a car in I s. A longer
delay will probabLy result ín the vehicle passing
into a potential collision zone before the driver
can regain full control.

The 20o drift-angle limit is independent of
speed, but experience suggests that vehicle controL
becomes more difficult as speed increases. A full
explanation of this effect cannot be given, although
important to the present work is the fact that a
vehicle ÈraveIÍng at a nonzero heading angle will
travel sideways, relative to the center of the road,
at a rate in direct proportion to forward speed
times the sine of the headÍng angle (U . sin {,),
as demonstrated in Figure 9. The parameter
U . sin ,1, is given in terms of steady-state
forward speed and heading angle with free-roJ-J-íng
wheels, but the desired parameter should be ex-
pressed in terns of vehicle variable values measured
during a locked-wheeI skid. The substitution of
drift angle (ß) for heading angle is Later shown
to be a reasonabLe transformation. In addition, if
U . sin ß is taken as a linitíng factor in vehi-
cl-e response, it wiIl be the deciding factor only
when drift angle is less than 20o. The expression
may therefore be sirnplified to U . ß grith Little
change in the nu¡nerical values.

An upper limit of 3.66 n/s was placed on U. ßt
if this vaLue was exceeded during a simulated maneu-
ver, a hazard was considered to exist (U is in
meters per second and ß is in radians). The
choice of U. ß = 3.66 m assumes that (a) the ve-
hicle must travel 3.66 rn laterally Èo enter a poten-
tial col-fision zone, (b) the yar4r rate reduces in-
stantaneously to zero and the vehicle travel-s in the
direction of its heading at brake releaser and (c)
the driver is allowed 1 s to regain control and
steer the vehicle to a safe path. The third assump-
tion is the most difficult to justify, since both
driver response time and time to regain control must
be taken into account. For exarnple, if the driver
makes no sÈeering correction at all, he or she will
exceed the 3.66-m allowed lateral displacement in I
s. But if the driver begíns steeríng action at,
sayr 0.5 s after brake release, the heading angle
wil-I decrease during the remaining time, thus ef-
fectively allowing more time to steer the vehicle to
a safe path wibhin the 3.66-n lateral displacèment
Iimit.

The allowance of just I s for the driver to re-
spond and control the vehicfe vrould probably be too
short if the yaw rate did indeed reduce to zero ín-
stantaneously. But Figures 5-7 show that this
assumption becomes less true as the drift angle at
brake release increases. Figure I shows the effect
on lateral displacement. For example, when I = 3 m,
U . ß = I.55 m at brake release and lateral dis-
placement l- s later is 1.43 m. Lateral displacement
I s after brake release is therefore slightly over-
predicted by U.ß. In contrast' U.ß overpre-
dicts lateral displacement by more than a factor of
two when I = 12.2 m. Drift angle' heading angle,
and U . ß at brake release, and drift angle and
lateral- displacement I s after brake release, are
shown in Figure l-0.

The maximun allowable lateral deviation of 3.66 n
was chosen to conform with work by Burns (4) ' where
a vehicle is considered to havê entered a potentíal
collision zone when it moves from the center of a

TIME, s
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Figure 10. Vehicle response at brake release and 1 s after
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maneuver was considered to be hazardous if driftangLe exceeded 20o at a vehicle speed of 32 km/h ormore. It should be noted that chãnging the vehicleparameters or the initial speed ..y - ,.rr"r"" theo¡der. in which the parameters are exceeded, as willchanging the specified safe limit for u .-ì 
". 

g.Figures 1I and t2 shor{ the maxi¡num values ofU . ß atlained during the símulation runs, ptottedas a. function of split_coefficient Length at variouscombinations of coefficients of tiiction. Thelengths where the curves cross the U . B = ¡.Oeline are shown in Figure 13. Also shown in Figure

FiSyle -11, Maxímum U .B attained during locked_wheel skid on split.
coefficient surface (init¡al yeh¡cle speed = gg km/hl.
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Figure 12. Maximum U . B atta¡ned (in¡tial vehicle speed = 8g kmihl.

lane 3.66 ¡n in width to the center of an adjacentlane also 3.66 m in width. The maximum al1or,rablelateral- deviation may be increased or decreased ac_cording to the width of the roadway.
. Burns (4) also gives an experinental jusÈifica_tion for so¡ne of the conclusions drawn from the sim_ulation. He describes a series of experiments inwhich a professional driver locked the wheels of acar on a split-coefficient surface and then relêasedthe brakes after the car had rotated through a spec_ifíed ang1e. Specific findings were 

- 
that (a) arotation in excess of 30o caus;d the vehicle to becornpletely uncontrollable; (b) the permissible angleof rotation at brake release, withãut loss of con_troÌ, decreased as vehicle speed increased; and (c)the vehicle entered a potential collision zone afterrel-ease of thê brakes at a rotatíon of l-Oo and avehicl-e speed of g0 kn/h. These results are im_portant because they are based on the only fuIl_scale experimental data on vehicle foss of controlon split-coefficient surfaces. However, the numberof tests conducted was small, and the experienceddriverrs performance måy not be typical of that ofthe general driving population cåntrontea with anunexpected maneuver. Direct correlation of the sim_ulation results with the experi¡nental results there_fore was not possible. lzuk (5) Sives a pfot of atypical trajectory for u 

".uI"_*-od"l .u. slidingwith locked wheels on a split_coefficient surface,but the effect of releasing the brakes is not con_sidered. l
A study of vehicle_driver behavÍor ãfter brakerelease by including a steering control.ler in thesimulatÍon was not attempted because none of theavailable models (!,Zl accurately reproatuced thebehavior of a hurnan ãriver, particuiaiiv in emer_gency maneuvers.

BOUNDARIES OF SAFE OPERATION

The simul_ation runs were made at an initial- vehiclespeed of 88 kmrzh. In nost cases, either the U . ßIinit was exceeded before the drift_angle limit orneither of the two linits was exceeded. "ìo"ev"r, 
insone runs U . ß reached a maximum value that hrasIess than 3.66 while drift angle exceeded its limitat. a relatively 1ow speed. When this occurred, the

Figure 13. Recommended maximum lengths of differential frict¡on forop€rat¡oÌof cars in skidding maneuvers (vehicle speed at incepiion ofskid = 88 km/h).
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13 are curves indicating when drift angle exceeded
20o at a vehicle speed of 32 kn/h. Figure 13 shows

boundaries of safe operation: If a given combina-
tíon of the two coefficients of friction and the
length of differential-friction surface falls to the
left of the appropriate curve, unsafe operation is
indicated; if the combination falls to the right of
the appropriate curve' safe operation is indicated'

In using Figure f3, a first estinate of the coef-
f icients of friction rnay be obtained by taking
values of SN46 measured by ASTM 8274 (1) for the
respective su.-fa"es, díviding by 100r and entering
directty' If it is required to account for the fact
that an SN49 measurement [made with an ASTM E50I
(1) tirel oíerestimates the skid resistance of a

low-macrotexture surface as experienced by a worn

tirer the coefficient of friction may be estimated
from values of skicl resistance measured v¡ith an ASTM

8524 (1) bl-ank tread tire or from macroÈexture and

microtexture measurements. However' skid-resistance
neasurements rnade by the ASTM E2?4 method (I) should
be used with care. The transformation and interpre-
tation of such neasuremenÈs should be made at the
discretion of the user.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in Figure 13 are applicable
only to skidding maneuvers in which the skid was

iniliatea by some factor other than the presence of
differential friction. Maintaining the vehicle ín
the skid is then considereél to be the safest course
of action for the driver if the differential fric-
tion causes the vehicl-e to exceed a gíven value of
angular deviation from the original path' The pre-
viãusty defined paraneters of angular deviation are
*"u"urã" of how difficult it will be for the driver
to regain control and subsequenÈIy steer the vehicle
on a path within the roadway boundaries should he or
she ielease the brakes at some point during the

skid. only Èangent sections with 3'66 m of all-ow-

able tateral maneuvering space were considered' aI-
though smaller Lateral distances and curved sections
coulã atso be included by changing the allowabl'e
Iimit of the Paraneter U ' ß.

Hovrever, Èhe extrenely compl-ex and variable na-
ture of hu¡nan behavior and a lack of experimental
data make it very difficult to set numerical values
for the paraneter 1i¡nits. This constitutes the most

serious source of error (or uncertainty) in the
boundaries of safe operation shown in Figure I3'
Further studies of driver behavior ancl an analysis
of accidents occurring on split-coefficient roadway
surfaces are required to validate (a) the choice of
paramêters to indicate potential loss of control- and

(b) the numerícal pårameter values that give the
boundaries of safe oPeration.

The chart shown in Figure f3 is therefore a first
approximation of the boundaries of safe operation
and should be used only as a guide. It should also
be noted that a boundary of safe operation implies
an acceptabl-e level of rísk rather than a definite
boundary below which no acciclents will occur'

Differential friction may also initiate an emer-
gency when a vehicle is being braked, since the

"¡,""f" 
on the low-coefficient surface rnay lock if

the surface cannot generate sufficient tire friction
force. The locking of three or fewer of the wheels
will yaw the vehicle in ¡nuch the same manner as wil-l-
a four-whee1 skid on a split-coefficient surface'
except that the driver retains a measure of lateral
conÈrol through the wheels that are not locked'
Skidding maneuvers initiated by pavement markings
may therefore not be as serious as maneuvers that
result from releasing the brakes of a vehicle during
a four-wheel skid. But this consideration should be
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weighed against the fact that the energency has been

caused by the differential friction.
other factors that contribute to differences be-

tween the símulated trãjectories from which Figure
13 was generated and the trajectory of a car on the
highway involve nodeling simplifications and estima-
tion of coefficients of friction. In view of the
difficulty of predicting human behavior during
emergencies, inproving the accuracy of modeling
would probably not give a significant improvement in
the degree of uncertainty associated with the use of
Figure 13. Estimation of the effectíve coefficients
of friction is a practical matter that depends on

the procedure used to measure skid resistance and on

the vehicfe tire configuration (worn, mixed, winter
Èread, etc.) that is to be considered as typical or
r epresentat ive .

The most important factors IikeIy to contribute
to discrepancies in the simulation results are the
following:

I. The vehicle parameters used in the simulation
were for a full-sized sedan. Other vehicle configu-
rations or off-design values wilI give different
results.

2. The coefficient of friction was modeled as

being Índependent of tire sliding speed' Low-speed
skid resistance and the relation between skicl resis-
tance and speed for different tire-pavement pairs
are to a large extent independent. Allowing the
coefficient of friction to vary with speed would

therefore have greatly increased the number of simu-
Iation runs because of the increased number of pos-

sible co¡nbinations of pavement friction coefficients'
3. The roadway was considered to be flat and

horizontal. A vehicle stiding on a superelevated
roadway will tend to slide laterally, and changes in
grade will change the distance required for the
vehicle to stop.

4. The vehicle model did not have a roII degree
of freedom. Probably the most serious aspect of
this restriction is that there is some evidence of
coupling between vehicle roÌl and dríver steering
input, during severe maneuvers' which may lead to
instability. AÈ this time, such cornplications
cannot be modeled.
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Groove-Depth Requirements for Tine-Textured Pavements
JOHN E, GRADY AND WILLIAM P. CHAMBERLIN

This paper discusses the depth required for grooves on new t¡ne-textured con-
crete pavements in order to ensure an adequate sk¡d resistanæ over the¡r ent¡re
design life. lt is based on measures of texture depth and skid resistance, with
both ribbed and smooth tires, made on new to b_year_old pavements ín NewYork. ln¡t¡al groove'depth needs of 3/1Êin minimum were carcurated from
two values estimated from the study data: (a) minimum groove depth (0.0b0
ín) to ensure adequatesk¡d res¡stancew¡th a minimum leg-al t¡re tread and (b)
mean groove wear rate (0.013 in/miltion vehicle passes). Groove depth mea_
surements on new concrete pâvements and bridge decks indicated 21 and 14
percent compliance, respect¡vely, with the proposed new standard of 3/16in
minimum, and 60 and 44 percent compl¡ance with the current standard of
2/16-in minimum, Prospects for improving the compliance rate were ¡udgedto be most promising in two areas-increasing the awareness and mot¡vation
of construction personnel and improv¡ng the design of tining rakes over
those now in use. Although the findings of this siudy are sp-ecific to stan_
dards and conditíons in New york, the methodology shoulå be of general
¡nterest.

Many highway agencies require a tined finish on ner{portland cement concrete pavements (1). The methodwas introduced because textures obtaiied by previous
methods were found to wear too quickly, and pave_
ments provided only marginal skÍd resistance afterpassage of a relatively few vehicles (2). Althoughassumptions of inproved durabitity and- skid resis_tance over other methods have been general-1y con_firmed (3), the rel-ative newness of iine texturing
has precluded evaluation of its long_term durability
and skid resistance under actual traffic. Ensuranceof adequate skid resistance over a pavement,s entiredesign life requires knowledge of mininum textureneeds and the rate at r,rhich texture and skid resis_tance decay, so that the depth of groove required atconstruction can be judged. This paper describesthe collection and analysis of data tã adAress thesequestions. Although the findings refl-ecÈ specific
needs and conditions ín New york State, the method_ology is general-ly applicable.

PURPOSE ÀND SCOPE

The primary purpose of the study was to deterninethe rate at which tined textures, and the skid re_sistance they provide, decay under traffic, and thusto deternine what initial groove depth ís requiredto sustain adequate skid resistan.ã orre. a pave_nentrs entire design life. À related consideration
was that an evaluation of the effectiveness of cur_rent design practices, including skid_resÍstancê_
decay rates, had been recommended by the FederalHighh'ay Administration (FHWA) (4), though thíspolicy is under review (5).

A secondary purpose wãs to evaluate newly con_structed pavements and bridge decks for compliancewith specified texture depth. Nev, york requires agroove depth of 3/16 ! I/16 in (6), but past ex_

perience has shown that texture dêpths vary signifi_cantly from job to job, and even within the same job
(71. ft was believed that data coll-ected on newconstruction wouLd show whether depths actualty ob_tained are sufficient to pernit adequate skÍd resís_tance over Èhe entire design life, given the decayrate measured.

The study was based on measures of skid resis_tance and texture parameters collected in 197g and
1979 on 11 in-service pavenents,9 unopened pave_
ments, and 25 unopened bridge decks. These sitesrepresented aII of those that, by the surnmer of1978, had been finished with a tined texture undernew specifications implemented in Ig74. In allcases, pavements erere buil-t with a New york Stateclass C concrete mix (nominal water-cenent ratio =0.44, cement factor = 6.41, and bridge decks h,erebuilt with a class E mix (nominal water_cementratio = 0.44, cement factor = 7.0).

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Texture wear rates were estimated frorn texture depth
measurements and ribbed-tire skid resistance testson 11 pavements in service (series I). To extendthe range of corresponding traffic volumes, measure_ments were made in both the driving and passing
fanes and for two years (1978 and I979j. five siteswere tested in each lane of each pavement, for atotal of 110 sites.

The minimum mean groove depth (McD) required toprovide adequate drainage beneath a minimum legaltire tread (2/32 ín deep in New york) was estimatedfrom texture and skid resistance measurements withboth ribbed and smoÕth tires at 30 additional sites,
sel-ected from these sa¡ne 11 pavements (serÍes 2).
These additional_ sites were chosen to represent aswioe a range in groove depth among sites as possibte
and al-so because each was relativel_y uniform withinthe distance required for a valid skid test__about
60 fr.

to judge compliance with the current specifica_tion as well as with initiaL texture depth needs de_termined from this study, depths \,rere ãIso measuredon 9 unopened pavements and 25 unopened bridge decks(series 3). The entire testing progran is outlinedin the table below.

Va r iable
Obj ective

Series I Series 2
!'Iear Groove

rates depth

Series 3
ConpJ.iance

9, includ-
íng 25
br idg e
deck s

Test pavements 11 A


